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Business & Entertainment
World Creativity and
innovation day
Friends, this day is celebrated on April 21 worldwide. It
started in Toronto of, Canada, on May 25, 2001. M.Sahagal
established this day in 1970. United Nations organization
spread worldwide on April 17, 2017; that celebration of this
day on April 21 every year is essential and valuable for the
bright future of all. It aims to encourage people to have new
ideas, make recent decisions and exercise creative thinking. The great scientist Einstein once said, "Any nation can
develop only when its government pays attention to creativity and innovative thinking." In various functions, artists
and innovators are honored on this day.
Are you aware that so many brilliant and talented students migrate to foreign countries every year for their further studies and research? Have you ever thought about
why? Some circumstances force them to do so. In these
circumstances, we have
to inspire new thinking,
new ideas, innovation,
and new research with a
positive attitude which
may help them stop in our country. This will have a significant impact on the social and financial issues of the country. When students want to take admission for a new course,
the procedure is so complex and lengthy in our country,
whereas so easy and short in other countries compared to
other countries. It is also costlier in our country. Reasons
might be there, but a small change is still necessary for a
significant difference.
In these times of great difficulty, these innovations and
methodology may prove helpful in treating the wounds of
the unemployed and the changed cruel face of today's man.
The creative economy has become an essential tool for
the hope of development in the front of unemployment today.
According to the business and development conference of
the United Nations, Research and studies of changing patterns and circumstances of commodities and services in
the business line for 20 years show that the Creative economy is far ahead compared to other industries and businesses. Otherwise, the development and betterment of
human life are always related to some innovation in the
present technology.
In times of expansionist policy of countries and situations of war, the use of innovation and unique methodology, in the right direction, with good understanding, has become
more critical. The only need of the hour is that facilities and
technology from innovation should be used positively for
the betterment of the new generation and the upliftment of
human life. Satisfaction with their boundaries is suggested.
It's also a matter of concern that Corona has impacted
activities and thinking patterns related to Innovations in
these past two years. As everything stopped in these two
years, the progress in compliance with these innovative
ideas and new methodology also stopped. Many disturbances occurred during these two years, which prohibited
the nation's progress. In this condition, the whole world
means all the countries should unite and think about the
theme of cooperation for adopting new ideas and technology in different spheres. Because you cannot grow further
without new, that means a change in old. Old had its times
and limits, so now new is invited with an open heart. For
more industrialization and skill development also, newness
is necessary. Moreover, change is the fundamental trait of
nature. New leaves flourish, and flowers bloom only when
the old is gone. Bringing new in place of aging is a sign of
life.
- Sulekha Shrivastava

Editorial

Released Multi Color
Souvenir of Mahesh Navami
Mahotsav-22
Bhilwara: Under the aegis of Srinagar Maheshwari
Sabha Bhilwara, the thirteen-day Mahesh Navami Mahotsav22 will start on May 28.
Speaker Kedar Jagetia informed that the multi-colored
souvenir of the Mahesh Navami Festival was duly released
at Ram Snehi Vatika. In a 16-page souvenir, a detailed outline of the 13-day program has been given; on the first page,
the society is running at the national level. But various beneficial schemes are mentioned; after the release of the souvenir, 5 thousand souvenirs were handed over to their incharges for distribution in 15 regional Maheshwari Sabhas.

Assembly Minister Atul Rathi said that in the Mahesh Navami
festival, the workers who are called the backbone of the society and the workers associated with the land would be brought
forward. Radheshyam Chaichani, Prahlad Laddha, Pushkar
Maheshwari Sadan Vice President Anil Bangar, Jagdish Kogta,
Suresh Birla, Gopal Naraniwal, Madhusudan Bagla, Mahesh
Navami Mahotsav co-convenor Rajendra Porwal Pradeep
Lathi, Senior Vice President Radheshyam Somani, Om
Narayani Wal, Suresh Kacholia, Mahavir Samdani, Govind
Narayan Rathi, Shambhu Prasad Kabra, Bharti Baheti Reena
Dad, etc. released the closed souvenir.
Mahavir Samdani, vice president and media in charge of
the assembly, said that before the celebration of Mahesh
Navami, the souvenir would be delivered to the door-to-door
of the members of the society, in which various events related to service, dedication, and sacrifice will be organized in
the 13-day event.
Twenty-two committees were formed to celebrate. The
team was announced by making it the chief in-charge and
in-charge of Mahesh Navami Festival 2022; sports competitions, blood donation, competitive examinations for students,
Maha Abhishek, Shobha Yatra, creative competition, and mela
were specially included. In the meeting organized regarding
the preparations for Mahesh Navami Festival, only 15 regional meetings were chaired, ministers and Srinagar Maheshwari
Sabha Working Committee members, women and youth organizations, including special invitees, and senior society officials were present.

The one who makes the sinner a god solves the problems,
while the pilgrimage - Upadhyaya Praveenrishi
Bhilwara: By our actions,
we can attain the highest position in the world, but we cannot become a pilgrimage on
the strength of our activities.
To become a pilgrimage, one
has to destroy karma. The
sanskaras of our time immemorial are of kashaya and rage
and hatred. If there is a center for forgiveness, truth, nonviolence, and the center of
becoming a pilgrimage, then
only the Supreme Soul is under
the guidance of Mahavir
Prabhu. These views were
expressed by Upadhyay
Pravar Praveen Rishi
Maharasa while celebrating
the foundation day of Mahavir
Sansthan staphna diwas on the
occasion of Vaishakh Shukla
Ekadashi at Shanti Bhawan in
Bhilwara on Thursday morning. On this occasion, worship
of 2100 samayik was done collectively.
Upadhyay Praveenrishi
Masa. Explaining the importance of pilgrimage, he said we
have to know who is a pil-

grimage. Tirtha is said to be
the place where one gets freedom from problems and entanglements end. The one to
whom problems are solved by
going to him is a pilgrimage.
He who makes the one who
comes near him pure is a pilgrimage. He said that one gets
the good fortune of becoming
a pilgrimage only by the grace
of the Tirthankar God. Lord
Mahavir was an excellent ruler
who made Shravak-Shravika
a pilgrimage. <
Munishree said that today
is the day to become your pilgrimage. If you want to become
a pilgrimage, you have to walk
under the rule of a Tirthankara.
Without becoming a pilgrimage, even Chakravarti does not
get a solution. Upadhyay
Praveenrishi Masa.
Said that the one who can
make a sinner a god is a pilgrimage. When every house
member is connected with
God, there will be peace in the
home. Unless you are associated with a Tirthankara, there

is a disturbance in life. He said
that the mind could not exist
without body and words. If religion comes on the body, there
will be bondage to the mind.
If the body is connected with
faith today, the reason will also
be attached. Giving the message of an addiction-free Jain
society, Munishree said that
Jains are losing their identity.
To maintain their identity and
live an addiction-free life, he
was also inspired to do marriage and naming ceremonies
from Jain tradition. We have
to think for society on the foun-

dation day of the Mahavir
Government. Every Jain
should praise Lord Mahavir.
The day you join Lord Mahavir,
you will not need to bow down
to anyone else.
Maha
Sadhvi
Madhukanwarji Masa, Muni
Te e r t h e s h r i s h i , S a d h v i
Pratibhashree Masa, and
Sadhvi Chintanshree Masha
in the ceremony. He Was also
there.
Gautam Nidhi Kalash was
also established on this occasion. The purpose of setting
up the Gautam Nidhi Kalash

was on behalf of Sangram
Singh Aanchaliya. At the end
of the program, Prabhavana
was distributed by the Lalitji
Netaji Babel family. Upadhyay
Pravar Praveen Rishiji
Maharasa will have a discourse from 9 am to 10 am on
Friday at Diwakar Dham on
Ajmer Road. There will also be
a Gautam Nidhi Kalash establishment program during this
time. The operation was conducted by Rajendra Surana,
Minister of Shanti Bhavan
Srisangh. The President of
Shree Sangh, Rajendra,
expressed his gratitude. Shanti
Jain Mahila Mandal Minister
Sarita Pokharna also
expressed her views.
Celebrated for the first time
but is now celebrated every
year Upadhyay Pravar Praveen
Rishi Masa in the ceremony.
Expressing happiness on celebrating the foundation day of
the Mahavir government for the
first time, they said that this day
is of no less importance than

Samvatsari for Jain society. He
said that we want this promise
from all the associations of
Bhilwara that this event was
held for the first time but will
not be the last. Now it will be
c e l e b r a t e d e v e r y y e a r.
Munishree said that Janam
Kalyanak or Diksha Kalyanak
did not make me a pilgrimage,
but the establishment of the
Mahavir government made
him a pilgrimage. In such a situation, this day is the day of
becoming a pilgrimage.
51 lucky winners selected by random draw - On the
occasion of Mahavir
Government Foundation Day,
2100 mass sharing was also
organized. Lucky coupons
were provided to those who
shared. Based on these
coupons, 51 lucky winners
were selected by lucky draw.
Shree Sangh Shanti Bhavan
awarded the winners. Shri
Sangh Minister Rajendra
Surana announced the winners' names at the end of the
function.

Himanshu Patel, who came to small places of
Madhya Pradesh from wedding photography,
made his name in the world, know how
Himanshu Patel, a company named Epic Story, is
doing wedding photography of
celebrities and others.
It is said that where there
is a will, there is a way. This
proverb was translated into
reality by Himanshu Patel, a
young man coming from
Chhatarpur, a small place in
Madhya Pradesh, who studied engineering, but wanted to
do something else. That's why
he took the camera and
became a wedding photographer today. Himanshu Patel is
doing wedding photography
today by living in Mumbai and
for this he has also formed his
company 'Epic Story'. Now

Himanshu is very famous for
wedding photography among
other people as well. This is
the reason that now he is seen
doing photography not only in
the country but also in the weddings held abroad also.
Every parent expects their
children to do something good.
This hope was also from
Himanshu Patel to his parents.
So Himanshu did his engineering from GSITS Indore, but
by the end of the year he felt
that his world was in photography. So even after placement, he listened to his
heart.Photography was his
hobby then, but it later became
his profession. Himanshu says

A grand welcome to
Supreme Court Judge
Maheshwari

Bhilwara: Supreme Court Justice Dinesh
Maheshwari was accorded a warm welcome
by Shri Maheshwari Samaj Shri Charbhuja Ji
Mandir Trust during his stay in Bhilwara. He
prayed for peace by paying obeisance to
Charbhuja Nath, after which he inquired about
all the activities of the temple, and various programs, through the trust of 56 Bhog.
Trust media in-charge Mahavir Samdani
said that in the trust office, Udayalal Samdani
Minister Chhitarmal Dad gave him a grand welcome by wearing Charbhuja Nath's scarf,
shawl with Mewari turban, and Charbhuja Nath's
cheer, during which patron Chandra Singh
Toshniwal, Vice President Balmukund Rathi,
Rampal Lati, Badrilal Dad, Chhitar Mal Baheti,
Ratan Patwari, Shiv Toshniwal, etc. also gave
him a grand welcome by presenting the picture of Charbhuja Nath. Judge Narayan Singh,
Mukesh Sharma, etc., were also present with
him with the complete protocol.

that my father supported me
a lot. I convinced my father for
my profession. I think you have
to be skilled for what you do.
Nothing happens just by thinking, you have to work for it.
Himanshu Patel further said
that there is a huge difference
between professional photography and casual photography. I am photographer. I
shoot famous celebrities. But
till date I have not taken photography class from anywhere.
Just went on learning with his
perseverance.
Today people have tools
like YouTube, from where they
can learn photography. Today
there is no need to go to any

the importance of education in life. He informed
about the continuous efforts being made by
the state government to promote girl child education. While wishing the bright future of the
meritorious girl students who received the Indira
Priyadarshini Award, he talked about moving
ahead and bringing laurels to the family, society, and the country. During this, the Revenue
Minister also spoke about the budget presented
by the state government, keeping in mind the
interests of all sections, including farmers and
women.
Minister of State Shri Dheeraj Gurjar also
encouraged the girl students toward education for continuous progress on this occasion.
Taking inspiration from the girl students present, he also asked them to take advantage
of the schemes being run by the government
to promote girl child education and also thanked
the teachers for the better results.
Sahada MLA Smt. Gayatri Devi said that
girls should achieve success by reading and
writing like this and achieve success.

Former Chairman Om Naraniwal, Chief
District Education Officer Brahmaram
Chaudhary, and officials of the Education
Department were present in the program.

Revenue Minister distributed scooty to 39 Animal health and vactalented girls of the
cination camp orgadistrict
nized in Dholikheda
Bhilwara: Scooties were distributed to the
meritorious girl students of the community under
the Indira Priyadarshini Award Scheme during the function organized by Revenue Minister
Shri Ramlal Jat at Government Higher
Secondary School Subhash Nagar on Friday.
There was happiness on the faces of the
girls after getting the scooty. He thanked the
state government for the Indira Priyadarshini
Award scheme. During this, State Seed
Corporation President Shri Dheeraj Gurjar
(Minister of State), Sahara MLA Smt. Gayatri
Devi and officials of the Education Department
were present. On this occasion, Shri Ramlal
Jat encouraged the girl child to pursue higher education. Shri Jat told the students about

Bhilwara:A one-day animal health and vaccination camp was organized by Krishi Vigyan
Kendra, Bhilwara, under National Innovation
in Climate Resilient Agriculture (NIKRA) project at village Dholikheda. Dr. C. M. Yadav,
senior scientist and president of the center,
appealed to the livestock owners to vaccinate
a maximum number of animals to keep them
healthy. In the camp, 57 cattle owners were
benefited from free vaccination and treatment
of 460 animals, out of which 265 animals were
treated with anthelmintic, 140 animals with external parasites, 185 enterotoxemia in sheep and
goats, drug distribution to 245 animals, pregnancy tests in 4 animals in 120 animals.

school or college. Himanshu
said that it is important to follow the impression for good
photography.Follow such an
impression that you relate to
yourself. Regarding phone
photography, he said that there
should be an understanding
of manual photography mode.
With basic under standing,
you can do better photography than the phone. Good
photography does not require
an expensive camera.
Let us tell you that
Himanshu Patel has done
wedding photography of many
c e l e b r i t i e s l i k e Yu v i k a
Chaudhary, Shweta Tripathi,
Prince Narula, Karishma Tanna

and many more international
projects are with him, which
he is going to shoot abroad.
Himanshu says that privacy is
most important for a celebrity.

Vaccines were given to prevent Galghotu and
Jaharbad diseases, and 137 animals were treated. Dr. Yadav gave proper guidance to the cattle owners to protect them from heat and told
them about the importance of vaccination.
Professor K. C. Nagar informed about the
improved cropping practices of green fodder
production in the rainy season and about sowing and irrigation management of major fodder crops.
Under Dr. Kamlesh Jeenagar, Veterinary
Officer, Government Veterinary Hospital, the
Romanthi animals were vaccinated and treated. Dr. Jeenagar inspected the health of animals, provided proper medical facilities to
increase the production capacity of animals,
and distributed medicines to prevent sterility
in animals. Veterinarian Dr. Kamlesh Jeenagar
and Livestock Assistant Pinki Kumari Khatik
were vaccinated in the camp.
Center's Senior Research Fellow Prakash
Kumawat said that in the camp, area-specific mineral salts were given to the cattle owners to increase the production capacity of the
animals. In the center, the villagers showed
eagerness for the treatment and vaccination
of their animals.

Administration
promptness: 163
child marriages
stopped in Bhilwara
Bhilwara: With the timeliness of district
administration and district police, child marriages are being continuously curbed in the
district. As soon as the information was
received, 163 child marriages were stopped
in the past due to prompt action.
District Collector Shri Ashish Modi said that
it is necessary to bring positive change in the
mindset and think of the society to stop child
marriage. He said that a child marriage control room was set up in the district office. For
effective child marriage prevention, registers
were maintained by confectioners, Pandits,
band bajas, printing presses, baraatis, drummers, pandals and tenters, and transporters.
They were directed to submit affidavits against
child marriages.According to the report received
from all the sub-divisional officers of the district for effective prevention of child marriage
until Akshaya Tritiya, 163 child marriages were
stopped in the district. Out of these, 159 child
marriages were stopped before the wedding,
and four child marriages were stopped after
reaching the spot. The action was taken under
section 13 in 53 cases for not holding back

Act professionally in big
weddings. Wedding photography does not mean that you
have been shooting everything. You should know when
to shoot what.

from doing child marriage, an FIR was lodged
in 02 cases, and it Was recorded.A maximum
of 32 child marriages were stopped in the Bijolia
sub-division, 24 in Mandal and 20 in Raipur.
Similarly, 15 child marriages were banned in
Jahazpur, 13 in Hamirgarh, and 12 in Gulabpura.
On April 22, in Amarpura of Gulabpura police
station, a case was registered at Gulabpura
police station after the marriage of minor girls
came to notice. On April 27, an application
was made in the ADJ Court by the family of
the applicant Pappulal to declare the marriage
void.

“We all are ready now – don’t
rainwater now go waste"
While giving a talk on water conservation
at Women's Polytechnic College, Pratapnagar,
Water Hero Dr. P.C. Jain, while addressing the
topic "Why to save rainwater," the students
and teachers that they should not be contacted by the housewives living in many apartments. Dr.Jain wants to share the information
received, according to which groundwater is
getting degraded due to not saving rainwater,
due to which TDS of water is increasing.
1. The hair of the head is falling, baldness
is increasing
2. Many skin diseases are happening, and
their quality is deteriorating
3. The taps of the houses are getting damaged very quickly, the pipeline gets choked
again and again due to freezing of hard water.
4. R O and systems are deteriorating quickly and demanding a lot of maintenance
Five geysers are deteriorating very quickly, and even toilets are deteriorating, and they
have to be replaced in a short time.
6. Bone diseases are increasing
7. White clothes turn yellow on washing.
Eight utensils also spoil very quickly
9. The streets are getting flooded by rainwater.
He gave the models of taps, pipes, and toilets to Chanchal Gautam, Neha Morya, and
Cheri Rathore and told them how all these have
become bad and then urged everyone that the
solution to all this is only rooftop rainwater harvesting so that any water source can be saved.
It can be recharged, and all the above water
defects can be avoided. Therefore, before the
rain, one should prepare to save rain water by
installing a water filter for this. Under this program, in the slogan competition organized on
World Earth Day, the first prizes were given to
Cheryl Rathore, Nehal Mourya, and Chestha
Khatri, the second student at the state level.
he thanked everyone.

